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There is a lot of nice music in the world, but I wish to do own. Therefore I’m
musician. Of course, and I in the nineties stood in DJ-box and shook
subwoofers hither and thither. Cool there was time. However I wished to play
other music in clubs, but I couldn’t find it nowhere… I have started to compose
own electronic music. All is simple.
So, today I’m light designer and, certainly, electronic musician who composes
music for pleasure. I’m glad that there are more and more listeners of
electronic music project Fioko, that I have my studio, that Fioko's tracks is on
sale in online shops and that it is in rotation of some net radio. I like it!

Who Influenced You?
- Oh, I’m influenced by hormones which thirst for music… If seriously that I'm influenced by music education,
musical taste of my parents and song of the Madonna – Substitute For Love - it’s amazingly made. I like jazzy
jungle, atmospheric, disco house, experimental music, folklore and a lot of different music.
What do you like most about djing / producing?
- I think the second. In my studio I receive more pleasures than I'm untwisting vinyl. I compose tracks and my
friends Djs play them. It's OK.
Your Thoughts on vinyl vs. mixing software.
- Well, what for to put them on a boxing ring? Vinyl, CD, sampler, software all of them are best friends! It is
demands of time of hi-tech. Each DJ chooses that is more convenient for it. The main to remember that good DJ is
the artist, the psychologist and the master of improvisation. His main task is to give maximum pleasure to
clubbers. Only.
The last song you just listened to?
- Some hours ago I was at theatre and looked St. Petersburg’s ballet "Swan Lake" with beautiful music of P.I.
Tchaikovsky. And now I listens mix of Dj Kiks Erlend Oye in my player. It’s fine!
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Top 5 Favorite CUTS OF ALL TIME “any genere”.
- The first that I have recollected:
1. Chemical Brothers – Saturate
2. Armand Van Helden – I Can Smell U
3. Britney Spears – And Then We Kiss
4. The Beatles – Strawberry Fields Forever
5. Paul Keeley – Sussex Blue
Where have you spun?
- More often I can be found on concert scenes (have job on them) and in clubs (have a rest).
Best party?
- Oh! The best parties pass at my home or in metal garage. Seriously. There are best DJs and girlfriends here. The
first bring gear and vinyl/CD, the second bring meal and I bring light. These are super parties! I think such it is
impossible in clubs.
Worst party?
- These are those parties which do not pass at my home or in metal garage ))
What gear do u prefer to mix on
- Strand Light Palette Sub.
What gear did you start on
- PC 400MHz. At that time it was cool… ))
If you could change one thing about the music industry what would it be
- I would forbid selling music everywhere as money does not help it to evolve. A slogan of one much known
netlabel: "Because best things are free". I think it is right!
If you could change one thing about the world you live in what would that be
- I would not change anything. The God can change only. All is pleasant to me.
Good luck and nice music! Thanks
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